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The free trade agreement or FTA and its close relative the Customs Union seem to
be the preferred instrument of international trade diplomacy. 1 There are now dozens of
such special arrange ments to eliminate trade barriers between neighbors or selected
trading partners all over the world. These agreements have co-existed with the
multilateral global trading system since the beginning of that system, owing to the
recognition from all parties that these special relationships were inevitable and, in the
view of most, beneficial.
Many of these agreements have natural and obvious geographic or cultural roots,
but some trading powers, notably the European Union and the United States have cast the
net fairly widely. The European Union -- which is itself a preferential trade agreement -has been striking arrangements with trading partners from Africa to South America.2
Though some have criticized the European agreements for excluding agriculture and thus
potentially conflicting with the World Trade Organization requirements, the EU has
seemed to systematically employ FTAs to promote its international trading interests by
securing traditional markets and expanding into new ones. 3
For its part, the United States established FTAs in the 1980s with Canada and
Israel and expanded that list in the 1990s to include Mexico. 4
The Clinton
Administration late in its tenure struck a new FTA with Jordan and initiated negotiations
with Singapore and Chile 5 . Upon taking office, the Bush Administration expanded the
effort. It joined with Congress to approve the U.S.-Jordan FTA, 6 completed negotiations
on the U.S.-Chile and U.S.-Singapore FTAs, 7 and initiated new talks with Morocco 8 , the
countries of Central America, 9 Australia, 10 South Africa, 11 and Thailand. 12 Further
negotiations are said to be under consideration with Bahrain, the Dominican Republic,
and all of the countries of the Middle East. 13
Some have criticized the selections for not obviously advancing U.S. trade
interests. International trade considerations, however, have never been and can never be
the only basis on which countries establish special trade relationships. In almost every
case, economic interests are weighed in addition to diplomatic, security, and even social
interests. For example, the first U.S. Free Trade Agreement was with Israel, a small, faraway trading partner. Clearly and appropriately other interests were considered in
deciding to conclude the pact. Legitimate concerns can be raised about particular FTA
partner selections of the Bush Administration, although in each case a good affirmative
case can be advanced, particularly in light of world events.
It is harder to understand, however, why some countries have not been selected as
potential FTA partners. Perhaps the most difficult case is Taiwan. Taiwan is a strong
ally that has blossomed into a vibrant democracy with good records by almost every
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objective measure. Taiwan is also a strong trading power that is a promising potential
market for many U.S. exports.
This paper analyzes the potential for a U.S.-Taiwan FTA. In addition to
reviewing the literature on the subject, it considers the potential pros and cons of such an
arrangement and addresses the concerns tha t have kept a U.S.-Taiwan FTA from
becoming a reality.

A PROFILE OF U.S.-TAIWAN TRADE
The United States and Taiwan have a substantial bilateral trade relationship.
Taiwan -- one of Asia’s original economic tigers -- has had strong economic growth
particularly since 1961. During that period and with help from strong exports to the
United States, Taiwan managed to transform itself from a largely agrarian economy to a
fully industrialized economy. The annual economic growth of over 8 percent for that
period also allowed Taiwan’s per capita income to rise from developing country levels to
an annual level of nearly $13,000 - comfortably set among the list of developed
economies. 14 As it stands today, Taiwan has gone from focusing on fairly low value,
labor- intensive products to high tech manufacturing that plays a particularly important
role in laptop computers, semiconductors, and related technology15 .
As noted, Taiwan’s trade relationship with the United States has been strong for
decades. Taiwan consistently ranks among the United States’ ten largest trading partners.
Taiwan is presently the 10th largest market for U.S. exports and the 8th largest source of
U.S. imports. 16 (Table A)
Although Taiwanese commerce has diversified in recent years, the United States
remains Taiwan’s largest trading partner, its top export market, and the second largest
source of imports into Taiwan (Japan is first). Aside from the United States, Taiwan’s
major trading partners are Japan, Hong Kong, China, the European Union, Korea, and
Singapore. 17 (Table B)
Total trade between the United States and Taiwan hit a high of nearly $63 billion
in 2000. Since that time it has slumped due to sluggish economic growth in both
countries. Taiwan has maintained a substantial trade surplus with the United States in
recent years -- on the order of $15 billion, but both countries have seen their exports to
the other decline since 2000. 18 (Chart C)
Leading U.S. exports to Taiwan are electrical machinery, equipment, scientific
instruments, and agricultural products. (Chart D)
Taiwan is a strong market for U.S. agricultural exports; currently, it is the fifth
largest export market for U.S. agricultural products. U.S. agricultural exports to Taiwan
in 2001 stood at $2.3 billion. This figure represents a decline from five years earlier.
The major explanation for the decline is the impact of the Asian financial crisis and slow

economic growth in both countries. Wheat, grains, soybeans, and cotton made up the
bulk of U.S. agricultural sales to Taiwan A number of other products, such as meats,
breakfast cereals, and animal feeds round out U.S. agricultural exports to the Taiwanese
market. 19
Leading Taiwanese exports to the United States are concentrated in manufactured
products. The leading items are consistently office machines, computers, electrical
machinery, and telecommunications products. 20 (Chart E)
The substantial U.S.-Taiwan trade relationship is also supported by substantial
bilateral investment. Taiwan is a major site for U.S. overseas investment. Most of the
investment, as is typical of the pattern with other countries, is concentrated in the sectors
in which trade is concentrated. U.S. investment in Taiwan totaled $7.7 billion in 2000 21
and is focused in manufacturing, the financial sector, and wholesale trade, and services. 22
Taiwanese investment in the United States is concentrated in the manufacturing sector.
Although there is some dispute about exact figures, Taiwanese foreign investment is now
concentrated in mainland China with investment in the mainland far outstripping
investment in the United States and other trading partners. (Chart F)

COMPARISON WITH OTHER U.S. FTAs AND POTENTIAL FTAs
Until recently, the United States maintained relatively few FTAs. The United
States struck its first FTA with Israel in 1986. 23 Subsequently, an FTA was concluded
with Canada in 1988, 24 which was broadened to include Mexico in the North American
Free Trade Agreement in 1994. 25 The Clinton Administration negotiated an FTA with
Jordan in 2000, which the Congress approved in 2001. 26
The Bush Administration has taken an ambitious tack on negotiating new FTAs.
Two FTAs launched by the Clinton Administration were wrapped up shortly after
Congress granted new negotiating authority in 2002. The Congress approved these FTAs
by large margins in the summer of 2003. 27 The Bush Administration has also launched
new negotiations aimed at reaching an FTA with a number of countries, including
Australia, Morocco, Thailand and the countries of Central America. 28 The President also
announced his ambition to conclude a Free Trade Agreement encompassing the entire
Middle East in the next decade. Other countries have been suggested as possible FTA
partners for the future.
Compared to other U.S. FTA partners and potential FTA partners, Taiwan ranks
very high. In fact, of that group, only Canada and Mexico traded more with the United
States than Taiwan -- and that was in 2002, a year when total trade contracted somewhat
because of difficult economic conditions. Even under those conditions, the United States
and Taiwan traded more than 50 times as much as the U.S. and Jordan or the U.S. and
Morocco. Trade between the United States and Taiwan was more than eight times greater
than trade between the United States and Chile. Trade between the United States and

Belize, the smallest on the current list, was less then one quarter of one percent of trade
between Taiwan and the United States. 29 (Chart G)
Of course, the simple volume of trade is only one of the issues to be considered in
selecting potential FTA partners. The volume of trade, however, coupled with the issues
addressed later in this paper makes a strong prima facie case for Taiwan as an FTA
partner.

ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF A U.S.-TAIWAN FTA
To date, the only comprehensive study of a U.S.-Taiwan FTA released in the
United States was conducted by the U.S. International Trade Commission (ITC) at the
request of the U.S. Senate Finance Committee. 30 It was issued in October 2002. The
International Trade Commission is an independent agency of the federal government that
is tasked with a number of responsibilities in implementing and reviewing U.S. trade
policy. This study was done as part of the ITC’s function as the federal government’s
“think-tank” on trade issues. The Commission regularly performs policy analyses of a
wide variety of topics and reviews of trade agreements before they are approved by the
U.S. Congress.
The ITC’s report includes a comprehensive review of the issues associated with a
U.S.-Taiwan FTA, including an analysis of the U.S. and Taiwanese economies, a review
of trade and investment flows between the United States and Taiwan, trade agreements
relevant to the topic, and trade barriers in both countries relevant to the topic.
The core of the ITC analysis is a general equilibrium economic simulation of the
impact of a U.S.-Taiwan FTA on both economies. Compared to the baseline of projected
trade flows under current conditions, the ITC analysis found that the overall impact on
both the U.S. and Taiwan would be small in terms of total GDP growth, an expected
outcome. From the U.S. perspective, both exports to and imports from Taiwan would
rise. After four years of operation, with 2001 used as a starting date, U.S. exports to
Taiwan were projected to increase by 16 percent while imports from Taiwan would rise
approximately 18 percent. 31
Of course, any economic modeling exercise, including this one, has limitations.
The assumptions on growth and the behavior of private sector actors are all debatable. In
addition, a real FTA may have a slow phase- in in certain sectors. In addition, the impact
of new rules in services, intellectual property, or trade in services are difficult to capture
in modeling exercise, given the complexity of agreement provisions and limited
experience. Still, the overall results of the ITC study are generally compatible with work
done from many sources on a number of trade agreements.
On a sectoral basis, the ITC study predicted substantial gains in exports and in the
affiliated portion of the U.S economy in agriculture, motor vehicles and parts, electronic

equipment, and machinery and equipment. The sharpest declines -- less than half of one
percent -- came in the U.S. textiles and apparel sector. 32
For Taiwan, gains were projected in textiles and apparel (as much as 8 percent
increase in total output), transportation equipment, chemicals, and some agricultural
sectors. Declines were projected in some agricultural sectors, wood and paper products,
electronic equipment, and meat and dairy products. In general both the aggregate and the
sectoral gains and losses were larger in Taiwan than in the United States largely owing to
the larger size of the U.S. economy. 33
Both economies were projected to enjoy small positive net welfare gains. 34
Again, this result is consistent with economic analysis of similar agreements.
In general the ITC study confirms the conventional wisdom that an FTA is likely
to generate gains for both economies, with limitations due to the overall size and relative
openness of both economies. The listing of sectoral gains and losses may be the most
interesting in that it identifies those industries likely to feel the strongest impact of a
U.S.-Taiwan FTA. But caution should be used in analyzing the sectoral impacts because
the precise provisions of an FTA could have substantial impact on the timing and size of
those impacts.

CONCERNS ABOUT A U.S.-TAIWAN FREE TRADE AGREEMENT
Several concerns have been raised by opponents of a U.S.-Taiwan FTA. In
addition to the concerns that apply to all free trade agreements, such as displacing U.S.
workers, or undermining the World Trade Organization, there are three specific concerns
raised regarding an FTA with Taiwan that warrant specific attention.
Intellectual Property
Protection of intellectual property, which includes various patented, trademarked,
and copyrighted material, such as films, recordings, and drugs, has been an ongoing
problem between the United States and Taiwan for many years. In recent years, attention
has focused on illegal copying of copyrighted material including films and musical
recordings at factories in Taiwan. Reported links between illegal copying operations in
Taiwan and those in mainland China, have received considerable public attention. 35
The United States has a procedure under its trade law known as Special 301
which is dedicated to focusing attention on intellectual property issues. Each year, under
this provision the US TR identifies several categories of warnings climaxing in
identification of a country as a “priority” country. A country’s placement on one of the
several “watch list” may result in negotiations to resolve problem, often under threat of
retaliation or WTO action. 36

In 2003, Taiwan was named to the Priority Watch list -- the highest warning level
-- for the third consecutive year. Many other countries are also named to watch lists,
including Germany the country where intellectual property problems have the largest
impact according to U.S. industry. But Taiwan was also identified as “one of the largest
sources of pirated optical media products in the world.” The repeated naming to the
Priority Watch List and the associated rhetoric indicate increasing U.S. pressure to
resolve this issue. 37
Taiwanese officials from the President on down have pledged efforts to improve
enforcement and heightened monitoring and compliance efforts have been launched.
Last year, the government of Taiwan also signed agreements for proper use of the
software Microsoft Office Suite and Norton Antivirus with software vendors. 38 Still,
while acknowledging some progress, U.S. trade officials continue to argue that more
must be done. 39
Intellectual property has become a routine component of recent free trade
agreements. The issue was first brought into the global trading system in 1994, during
the Uruguay Round of GATT negotiations, and it has provoked continuing complaints
from the developing world over access to patented drugs. Subsequent U.S. FTAs,
notably those with Jordan, Singapore, and Chile, have included extensive intellectual
property protection provisions. 40 Still, there have been continuing -- sometimes serious -intellectual property protection issues with current and future FTA partners; notably
Mexico, Thailand, and several Middle Eastern countries. 41
In the case of Taiwan, the Administration and some in the private sector have
reportedly raised Taiwan’s record on intellectual property protection as a reason to not
pursue an FTA. Recent press reports suggest that intellectual property protection is being
identified by the Administration as a major source of bilateral tension effecting overall
trade relations. 42 Some have speculated that this may in part be a negotiating tactic on
the part of both parties to try to improve Taiwan’s record before initiating FTA
negotiations.
The emphasis on protection of intellectual property as a priority for U.S. trade
policy is understandable and appropriate. It is unclear, however, why this issue would -by itself -- be a barrier to proceeding with FTA negotiations. As noted, intellectual
property concerns have never been used as a disqualifying issue with other current and
potential FTA partners.
In fact, an FTA negotiation may be the best avenue for addressing intellectual
property issues. In such a negotiation, the United States has considerable leverage given
the interest of Taiwan’s leadership in negotiating an FTA with the United States. An
FTA negotiation would provide a unique opportunity to ensure attention to this issue at
the highest level of the Taiwanese government. With such interest in concluding an
agreement on the Taiwanese side, the U.S. could expect to win provisions like those in
other FTAs, vastly improving respect for and enforcement of U.S. companies’ intellectual
property rights.

Given Taiwan’s interest in an FTA with the United States it might even be
possible to break new ground on intellectual property rights. Previous FTAs have
provided the opportunity for ground breaking agreements on difficult issues. Consider
the U.S.-Canada FTA on services, 43 the NAFTA on investment, 44 and the U.S.-Jordan
FTA on trade and environmental issues. 45 One can imagine many possible inventive
concepts being applied to intellectual property in an FTA between the United States and
Taiwan. A mechanism for direct private sector access to dispute settlement analogous to
that provided in the investor-state provision of the NAFTA is just one example.
Trade Diversion
One concern raised generically regarding all FTAs, Customs Unions, and
preference programs is that special trading relationships can result in trade losses by
parties outside of the special arrangement. In other words, the preferential tariff and trade
concessions granted to beneficiary countries provide them a competitive advantage
versus other countries. 46 This phenomenon is known as trade diversion.
The impact of trade diversion is often thought to be limited in cases where the
trade relationship is already large, such as the United States and Canada. But in cases
where the trading relationship is more limited and other countries would be competitive
absent a special trade relationship the effect might be considerable, especially in case
where, like Jordan, or Israel, the FTA partner is far from the United States. In preference
programs, such as the U.S. Caribbean Basin Initiative or the African Growth and
Opportunities Act, the stated purpose is essentially trade diversion and giving these
countries unique access to the U.S. market to serve various geopolitical objectives. 47 In
some cases, trade diversion from countries like China to countries like Mexico or various
CBI beneficiary countries are even identified as a reason to pursue these special programs
because these countries are morel likely to purchase U.S. exports or serve other
objectives than the countries being diverted from, usually East Asian countries48 .
Concern about trade diversion is the primary reason that some have advanced for
favoring global trade negotiations over all special relationships, most particularly FTAs.
The founders of the world trading system -- while recognizing the tension between
multilateral trade as embodied in the Most Favored Nation concept of the GATT/WTO
and FTAs -- recognized from the outset that such special trade relationships were a
political and perhaps economic inevitability. For example, the European Community,
later the European Union, evolved shortly after the global trading system began to take
shape. Still, the EC did not sideline the global trading system. In fact, working with the
United States the member countries of the European community and eventually the EC
itself formed the political core of like- minded countries that created and later expanded
the global trading system. Thus, there was never truly an issue of whether these special
relationships would be allowed, but rather on what terms. Article 24 of the WTO
effectively defines the terms by requiring that FTAs encompass substant ially all trade and
be phased in within a finite period of time, which a working group later suggested would
normally be ten years. 49 But even on those terms, there is no doubt that some trade

diversion is the inevitable result of almost every FTA. This is why the arrangements are
often sold domestically as a way to gain an advantage over competitors form third
markets.
The case of a U.S.- Taiwan FTA is no different; some trade diversion is virtually
inevitable. Critics have focused their criticism in this regard on the textile and apparel
sector. As noted earlier, credible estimates of the likely impact of a U.S.-Taiwan FTA
suggest that Taiwan’s textile and apparel exports to the United States are likely to rise.
Given that the U.S. industry -- particularly in the apparel sector -- is in a long-term
decline, Taiwan’s new exports are likely to come at the expense of another textile and
apparel exporter, the primary suspect being mainland China. 50
Some critics have suggested rather paternalistically that this may be a poor
investment of Taiwan’s resources. This is a debatable point and not one that has had any
impact on policymakers in the United States and Europe where those same arguments
could be made with greater force. In the end, it is probably safe to assume that Taiwan
and Taiwanese investors can make their own investment decisions.
The more serious concern is that Taiwan’s mainland neighbor will lose textile and
apparel exports to the United States. Given China’s low labor costs and dominant
competitive position in the textile and apparel industry, it is almost a certainty that every
FTA that impacts this sector is likely to have some at least potential trade diversion effect
from China. This competitive position means that the Chinese industry is likely to grow
strongly in absolute terms in the foreseeable future as the global liberalization in this
sector moves forward. Thus, the impact is likely to be only lower when compared to a
hypothetical global free trade case. 51
Further, since these special arrangements are proliferating quite rapidly it seems
strange to level this concern only at an FTA between the United States and Taiwan when
it might be leveled with equal or greater force against FTAs between the United States
and Thailand or Colombia, for example.
Beyond that, there are legitimate concerns about a world in which the United
States is entirely reliant upon a country with which its long term relationship is uncertain
and at times confrontational for any important commodity. The concern is probably less
intense with regard to textiles than food or semiconductors, but it is a concern
nonetheless.
More importantly, the United States has repeatedly chosen to strike special
arrangements with other countries and groups of countries -- CBI, AGOA, Andean Trade
Preference Act, and even NAFTA -- with part of the stated rationale from policymakers
that imports from these countries were preferable to importing from East Asia,
particularly China. Certainly, any rationale advanced to defend trade with these countries
applies with equal force to Taiwan. Taiwan is a solid market for U.S. products. Taiwan
has undergone a difficult but highly successful transition from authoritarian state to true
democracy under U.S. tutelage. Given this development and the unique history of U.S.Taiwan relations, a strong case can be made that an FTA with Taiwan should be a

priority of U.S. foreign policy -- certainly above the countries of the Andes or the
Caribbean.
In short, any diversion of trade from China or elsewhere to Taiwan under a U.S.Taiwan FTA, is entirely in keeping with WTO rules and likely to serve U.S. interests on a
number of fronts.
China’s Objections
There is little doubt that the core objection to a U.S.-Taiwan FTA is concern over
offending mainland China. This is not to say that the intellectual property protection,
trade diversion and other concerns are not validly taken. It is difficult to accept, however,
that these justify not pursuing an FTA with Taiwan, given that they apply with equal or
greater force to other FTAs which the United States is enthusiastically pursuing. In large
part, these concerns seem to be false fronts to conceal the real concern, offending Beijing.
As anyone familiar with the complex balancing act that characterizes ChinaTaiwan-United States relations can attest, China takes umbrage at virtually any move by
the United States to upgrade its treatment of Taiwan.
China claims Taiwan as a
renegade province and objects to any measure which would acknowledge the reality that
Taiwan is a de facto separate country. From the mainland’s perspective, a visit by
Taiwan’s President to his U.S. alma mater is cause for an international tirade. 52 Ongoing
sales of weapons and low level visits by U.S. officials are cause for routine protest. 53 In
the recent SARS health crisis, China even sought to limit the ability of the World Health
Organization to come to the aid of Taiwan. 54 Beijing would certainly protest an effort by
the United States to strike an FTA with Taiwan.
The simple truth is that China would prefer Taiwan did not exist -- at least, not as
an independent democracy. Taiwan, however, is a strong and vibrant democracy with a
population comparable in size to California, Australia, or Canada. In point of fact,
Taiwan --- while much smaller than mainland China -- is actually larger in terms of
population than the majority of the world’s countries. 55 The United States should no
more be willing to have its relations with a young Asian democracy constrained by
Beijing, than it would its other strong allies, like Australia or Canada.
Despite the complex and sometimes befuddling history of U.S. relations with
Taiwan, the Taiwan Relations Act specifically authorizes an ongoing relationship,
including trade agreements, between the United States and Taiwan. 56 Bilateral trade
negotiations and agreements between the United States and Taiwan on topics, such as
intellectual property protection, have been going on for decades. Taiwan is a member of
the WTO, albeit as a cus toms territory. 57 A bilateral free trade agreement would be
nothing more than another step in a trade relationship going back decades between two
separate WTO members. Provided the agreement met the conditions set in Article 24 of
the WTO, China would have no grounds to complain.

Nor is there reason for worry that concluding an FTA with Taiwan would cause
China to become uncooperative in international affairs. As a member of the United
Nations Security Council, China wields considerable diplomatic influence. The United
States believes China is essential in dealing with North Korea’s and its nuclear program58
and other issues. China, however, does not pursue North Korea’s stability, or combat
terrorism, as a favor to Washington. These goals serve China’s own interests. There is
no reason to think that China will stop acting in its own interests because the United
States pursues its legally mandated relationship under the Taiwan Relations Act with
Taiwan.
And even if Beijing were to protest appropriate U.S. initiatives toward Taiwan, is
there any real doubt as to the appropriate U.S. response? If Beijing were to make similar
demands with regard to another democratic ally -- Australia, Canada, or New Zealand -would the United States even contemplate capitulation? The clear answer is no. Would
the answer be any different if the islands of New Zealand or Australia lay just off China’s
coast? Again, no. The answer should be different for Taiwan. In fact, forcing the U.S. to
abandon an FTA between Washington and Taipei would only fuel further mainland
demands regarding not only Taiwan, but also Beijing’s other objectives, such as the
South China Sea, Tibet, or foreign policy disagreements with the United States. Indeed,
this scenario seems much more plausible than a dramatic shift on Beijing’s policy with
regard to North Korea in the event of a U.S.-Taiwan FTA.
Beijing’s displeasure, in and of itself, is a monumentally poor reason for the
United States not to do something. In this case, Beijing’s objections to a U.S.-Taiwan
FTA have no substantive validity and thus deserve no weight in making policy.

AFFIRMATIVE CASE FOR A U.S.-TAIWAN FTA
Notwithstanding objections to the concept or impact of free trade agreements, it is
undeniable that we are in the era of the FTA. Europe has been pursuing FTAs with
various countries for some time. 59 The United States has enthusiastically launched a
wave of FTA negotiations. There has been for some time a consensus in the economic
community that trade liberalization is a strong engine of growth. In fact, some argue, one
of the strongest in the post-war era. Over time, this support has led to the development of
a political consensus with a wide range of policy makers in both major political parties
supporting free trade. Recent strong congressional approval for free trade agreements
with Chile and Singapore demonstrates that this consensus -- although undergoing some
strain in the last decade -- continues influence trade policy. 60
That being the case, the question might more appropriately be framed in terms of
“which” rather than “whether.” Viewed from that perspective, the absence of Taiwan
from the list of countries eligible for FTA negotiations is notable and difficult to explain.
From a purely economic perspective, Taiwan is the largest potential FTA partner for the
United States to be excluded from consideration. The European Union is barred for
political reasons and because of agriculture disputes. China has an unreliable trade

policy- making machinery and would face U.S. domestic opposition over its human rights
record, among other things. As noted in the introduction, the existing U.S.-Taiwan trade
relationship is larger than any with an existing or pending FTA partner, except Canada
and Mexico, and far eclipses that with many of the countries now in FTA talks with the
United States.
The ITC study concluded that an FTA would help both Taiwan and the United
States expand trade and improve economic growth. While all economic models concede
that the impact of a U.S.-Taiwan FTA would be limited on the U.S. economy given its
large size, which incidentally would be the case with all FTAs, all available analysis
points to a positive economic impact.
Beyond the direct impact on the U.S. economy, a U.S.-Taiwan FTA would
provide an important doorway for America’s entry into the region. It is possible, for
example, to imagine a marriage of American capitol and technology with Taiwanese
language skills and cultural knowledge helping to establish a stronger economic foothold
for U.S. companies in China.
Foreign Policy Rationale
None of the FTAs the United States has negotiated was pursued strictly for
economic reasons. In each case, there are unique political, diplomatic or strategic
concerns that make the potential FTA partner attractive. Certainly, those concerns were
dominant in many cases, including Israel, Jordan, Morocco, and others. In the case of
Taiwan, however, a strong case could be made for pursuing an FTA on these factors
alone. The U.S. is committed to Taiwan’s defense. Indeed the Taiwan Relations Act
recognizes the U.S. commitment to Taiwan and speaks to the close historical, cultural and
personal ties United States has with Taiwan. 61
Moreover, Taiwan is a textbook case of an authoritarian government that has
completed the transition to democracy culminating in a peaceful hand over of power and
thriving multi-party democracy. Taiwan is a strong demonstration case that the U.S.
prescription of democracy and free markets can succeed. The very existence of a thriving
Taiwan is a powerful example for other countries and a possible model for reform in
mainland China. Surely, for foreign policy reasons the United States should do all that it
reasonably can to bolster Taiwan and stabilize its economy. The establishment of an
FTA would seem to promote these objectives in a way that nothing else could.
At the very least, it is in the United States interest to provide Taiwan alternatives
to excessive reliance on mainland China for commerce and trade, which might, and
China hopes will, undermine a self-sufficient, independent Taiwan. This seems to be the
primary reason why the concept of an FTA with the U.S. is popular in some circles
within Taiwan.
There is considerable basis for the view that an FTA would allow for expanded
economic ties with the United States. Dismantling barriers would certainly -- as the ITC

study predicts -- lead to a substantial increase in bilateral trade. Both Taiwan and the
United States would become more important trading partners for each other. The new
opportunities would likely induce businesses in both countries to invest in building new
capacity to trade with the other country. This is particularly true in Taiwan's case given
its smaller size relative to the United States. The expanded trade would also bring
expanded bilateral investment -- again as the ITC predicts -- to support the expanded
trade.
Given its proximity and cultural affinities, Taiwanese business would certainly
continue to find China attractive, but doing business in China has considerable risk for
Taiwanese business, particularly given the tense ties between Beijing and Taipei. At
minimum, an FTA would likely increase trade and commercial ties between Taiwan and
the United States and provide a real alternative to Taiwanese business to ever expanding
trade and commerce with China. It is important to keep in mind that the United States
remains far and away the largest market for most of the products produced in Taiwan.

Trade Policy Benefits
Finally, international trade policy could reap benefits from an FTA with Taiwan.
As noted, FTAs can demonstrate the potential for foreign trade agreements in new areas,
which can then be used as a template for future agreements. The U.S.-Canada FTA
served this role with regard to trade in services, and the NAFTA with regard to
investment. The close relationship between the U.S. and Taiwan coupled with Taiwan’s
interest in an agreement might make it possible to break new ground in intellectual
property, as suggested earlier, or establish a sweeping agreement in services -- an area
highlighted by the ITC report.62
One of the often stated reasons for pursuing FTAs aggressively is that it puts
pressure on non-parties to be more supportive and forthcoming in WTO talks in order to
ensure that they are not cut out of markets by FTAs. This was a prominent rationale for
launching the U.S.-Canada FTA and it seems to have paid off in the creation of the WTO.
But it is difficult to see how a U.S. FTA with Jordan or Morocco, with their small
economies, puts pressure on the EU or Japan to devote themselves to WTO talks and
make difficult concessions. An FTA between two of the world’s ten largest trading
powers -- the United States and Taiwan -- would, however, send a powerful signal That
signal might also make China move forward more aggressively in implementing the
WTO commitments it has made and negotiating new ones, rather than dragging its feet in
trade talks as it now does.

CONCLUSION
The case for a U.S.-Taiwan FTA is compelling on economic, diplomatic and
strategic grounds. In fact, the combined case made by these interests far outweighs that
for any other FTA partner. The fact that such negotiations are not a priority for the

United States is due to an unfortunate subordination of these interests to a misplaced
concern over offending China. That concern, however is simply not sufficient
justification for failure to embrace the tremendous multi- faceted opportunity offered by a
U.S.-Taiwan FTA.
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